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ABSTRACT

In this paper we have considered an Ising model defined on tangled chain, in
which inure bonds have been added to those of [jure [sing chain. To understand their
competition, particularly between ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic bonds, we have
studied, using the transfer matrix method, some simple analytical calculations and an
iterative algorithm, the behaviour of the free energy and entropy, particularly in the zero-
held and. zero temperature limit, for different configurations of the ferromagnetic tangled
chain and different types of additional interaction (ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic). We
found that the condition J = J' between the ferromagnetic interaction ,7 along the chain
and the antiferromagnetic interaction .7' across the chain is somewhat as a "transition
region" condition for this behaviour. Our results indicate also the existence of non-zero
entropy at zero temperature.
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1 Introduction

In [1] we have used a model of a lattice gas defined on a tangled chain to study the ini-
tial reaction-rate for the enzyme kinetics by a modified transfer matrix method .while in
[2]-[3],for Ising models on tangled chains or crumpled surfaces,it is studied the problem of
metastabie/unstabie states, reflected in the equilibrium Gibbs average, in terms of uneven
effective iocal temperature. In general,the existence of metastable slates is responsible
for some properties of spin glasses(sec. [4j-(6] and references cited therein) or random
field magnets(see [7] and references cited therein).This is studied also for the very simple
models,namely for the random-nearest neighbour interaction Ising chain[8] or the random-
field Ising chain[9],where,always,an interplay between thermal and frustration effects is
present.The frustration,as an important determining factor in the behaviour of interact-
ing systems,since Toulouse first introduced the concept[10],refers to competition between
different terms in Hamiltonian so that no spin configuration simultaneously minimizes
each term.Some of the interactions of a considered spin with other ones could be posi-
tive,favoringparallel ahgnment,somenegativc,fa.voriiigantiparallel alignment :thus no spin
alignment can be found that is satisfactory to all intcractions:to random honds([l],[l I])
or random fields([)l],[J2]}.

To study a different kind of this competition,particularly between ferromagnetic and
antiferromagnetic bonds,in our paper,as in [2]-[3],we have considered an Ising model de-
fined on a tangled chain,in which more bonds have been added to those of pure Ising
chain(these bonds provide additional links between spins for additional correlations). Where
the chain touches itself(knots),two otherwise distant part of the original lattice are brought
into proximity and coupled by a bond across the chain.The spins placed on the original lat-
tice now have some additional bonds across the chain. In this paper(I) we shall study,using
some simple analytical calculations and an iterative algorithm,the behaviour of the free
energy and entropy,particularly in the zero-field and zero-temperature limit,for different
configurations of the ferromagnetic tangled chain and different types of additional inter-
actions(ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic).In the same way,using the same model and
a similar iterative algorithm,we shall study in the next paper(II) the behaviour of the
magnetization and susceptibility.

Similarly we can foliow the same procedure to study the case of an antilenoiuagnetic
tangled chain with ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic additional interactions.

2 The model and the transfer matrix method

Consider ferromagnetic Ising spins placed on a tangled chain with a coupling constant
~J(J > 0) between the nearest neighbours along the chain and with a coupling constant
— J'(J' > 0, J' = 0 otj' < 0) across the chain.As far as the competition effects between
different bonds are concerned,the only relevant information that enters into the Hamil-
tonian is how spins are coupled.Thus we stretch the tangled chain while allowing those
bonds across the chain also to stretch as shown in figure 1,where is represented a "box"
(consisted of a tangled part and an untangled one) of the stretched chain.The bonds .1'
represent these stretched "long range" bonds.We suppose that there are TIJ of them uni-
formaly distributed along the chain.Between the two opposite ends of each long range
bond,there are ni spins.There are n2 spins between one end of a long range bond and the



beginning of the next long range bond.These parameters of chain configuration are then
related to the total number of spins by A' = nd(«i + n2 + 2),where the number 2 is to
count those spins coupled by the long range bonds.

For the present model the Ilamiltonian of the system is([3]):

II(S) = Ilo(S) + H'(S)

where

(1)

(2)

B is the magnetic field and S, = ±1 .The pure system Hamiltonian Ho{S) represents the
coupling of all spins with their nearest neighbours(nn) along th chain and the "pertur-
bation" term H'(.S) considers additional bonds between selected pairs of distant neigh-
bours(dn).Nol all spins have such a "long range" bond,and therefore this model,which has
a kind of bond disorder,is different from the other one-dimensional models which have true
long range bonds.

Following]:!),[]] it is helpful to consider the chain as consisted of many small segments
which are tied together at "knots",to take a segment and to treat it in terms of an ef-
fective coupling and an effective field only for the two spins,remaining at the opposite
ends of this segment.So,for a segment of (n+2)spins,the traced middle part over S2-..Sn+i
leaves for two s|iins S\,Sn+i on the opposite ends of the segment,a temperature depen-
dent, const ant C[IIJ,HII effective field y[n] and an effective coupling x[n],generated from
<•[()]. i;[0], .)•[()]( i.e.,from a two-spin segment which has no middle part)by the recurrence
relations:

i/[n] = 2(.y[0].r[?i - 1] + r[O]y[n - 1]) (3)

nth

(4)

where / — (/»/'/./)(t^-the Boltzmaim constant and T-the absolute temperature) and / =
{11/J) are the reduced temperature and the reduced field,respectively,and k=exp(l/t).

The transfer matrix T :

can be expressed through the matrix multiplication:

(5)

where the first matrix TP on the right represents the tangled part and the second matrix
UP the untangled part.Their elements are,respectively:

o(n,, k, k',f)=a[n\] = k\c[n\\ + 2y\n\\ + T[nl])=h'a

b(nuk,k',f)=b[ni\ = k'-\c[nl]- xlnl})^'-1^

d(n.,k,k'J)=d[nl] = k'(c[nl]-2y[n[] + x[n\])=k'd

where it' = exp(J'/kBT) = eip{ejt) with c - J'jJ ,and

a(n2,ifc,0,/)=a[n2] = c[n2] + 2y[n2] + x[n2]=ao

b(n-2,k,0J)=b[n2] = c[n2] - x\n2}=bo

rf(n2,it,0,/)=rf[H2] = <r[n2| - 2y[n2] + x[n2]=do

From (5)-(7) we obtain:

T++=A = o[nl]fl[n2] + i[nl]6[7i2] = k'nca,, + fc'"Vi, l\,

T+. = B = a[n\\b\n2] + b[n\]d[n2] = k'aeb,, + k'-'b.d,,

T-+=C = i[nl]«[n2] + d[nl]6[n2] = k'~lbeao + k'dk,

T__sD = 4[nljh[n2] + d\n]]d[n2} = it'-'ll.^,, + k'd,.du

For the larger eigenvalue of the transfer matrix we have:

(fi)

(7)

(S)

AmaxsA+ = O.b[{A + D) + •j(A-Df + ABC) (9)

Since the maximum eigenvalue Am(lr is equal to the grand partition function per box
(or ni + n2 + 2 sites),in the thermodynamic limit ,the thermodyuamic potential or the
free energy per site is derived as:

kBT
(10)

Now we shall study,using the main line of this analytical procedure and an iterative al-
gorithm based on that,the behaviour of the free energy and entropy,partieularly in the
zero-field and zero-temperature iimit,for different configurations of the ferromagnetic tan-
gled chain and different types of additional interactions.A lot of work is done to study
this behaviour in different models ,even and very recently ([11],[13]).



3 The free energy

3.1 T h e s i m p l e casefri! = 7t2 = 1)

In the section 2 we have given only the main lines of the general procedure to calculate
the free energy.In this simple case from (3)-(4) we obtain:

+ 2ch(f/t)

sA(2//t)]

- 2ck(f/t)
(ID

*[l] = 0.

while from ((i)-(7) and (11) we have:

at = ao = k2txp{2f/t) + k^

bc = b0 = 2ch(f/t) (12)

Substituting these expressions to (8), the elements of the transfer matrix in this simple
rase will lie:

A = k'\k\tV(y/t) + kr?]2 + k'-{[2ch{f/t)]2

1) •:• •>rh{fft)[k'[k2cxp(2Jfl) + r 2 ] + k'-'[k2txP{-2fjt) + k'2}]

(13)

f • - 2

I) = k'~l[ickif/t)Y + k'[k\xp{~2f It) + k-2)'

From (13),using (9) we may study the variation of the free energy per site (10) versus
the reduced temperature t.To have an idea,one of this diagram (F-t)Jor the case f=l
and different, values of interaction ratio e,is represented in figure 2.In the case e=0 or
.J'=0(i.e., there are no additional bonds)Anu is reduced to A, ,where A, = kch(fjt) +
'JkiMh'i(f/t) + k~'* is the maximum eigenvalue or the partition function per site of the
usual I-1) (un pert ii rbed)Ising model with a coupling constant -J of nearest neighbours([14]-

In the zero-lield limit (f=0),from (13) we obtain;

.4(0) = D(0) = 4k'~l + k'(k2 + k-2)2

B(0) = C(0) = 2(k> + k~2)(k' + k'"1)

and the maximum eigenvalue is given by:

A,,,al(0) = 4*'"1 + k'(k2 + t"2)2 + 2(k2 + k-2)(k' +

(14)

(15)

In the zero-temperature limit(t —* 0) we have:

it = exp(l/t)^oo,k-1 = exp(-l/()-»0,(J > 0)

it' = eip(e/t)-»oo(e > 0), k' = I(e = 0), Jt' = exp{e/t)-*0{t < 0)

Considering "the highest powerntenn in the expression of the zero-field free energy
(when t—»0)we obtain:

F « - ( l /4)(3 + tln3)~ - 0.75, (e = - 1 )

FK - (l/4)[(2 - e) + tln2]~ - [(2 - e)/4], (e < -1)

So,the reduced zero-temperature internal energy per spin ,for the "transition" value
e = —1 is (7(0) = — 0.75(see [16]).In figure 3 are represented,as illusl ration,llie nu-
merical variations of the free energy versus the temperature t,in the zero-field limit.I or
( = 0.08(the lowest temperature accessible in this case) the value of K is —0.77( while the
value of the term -((Jn3)/4 is ss - 0.02).

3.2 The general case(ni^n2)

The simplicity of our model has allowed us to carry out some analytical calculations
for the simple configurations(as ni — n2 = \,ri[ = n2 = 2,etc.)which are very instruc-
tive.However.even for such a simple model it is very complicated to push analytic calcula-
tions very far,particularly in the case of a nonzero magnetic field.Numerical calculations
have also been done to supplement the analytic work.So,using an iterative algorithm,based
on the main lines of the general procedure given in the section 2,it is possible and very
suitable to study the variation of F versus t for different chain configuralions(for different
values of n5 and n^),for different values of interaction ratio e and different values of field
f.For iliustration,one of (F-t) diagram in the zero-field limit (f=0) is represented in figure
4.Also,some of the approximative estimations of the zero-field and the zero-temperature
internal energy,limited in accuracy by the value of the lowest temperature accessible nu-
merically,for the "transition"interaction parameter e = —l,are as follows:

n i = 2 tij = 1 -0.83
n, = 3 n2 = 1 -0.86
TM = 4 n2 = 1 -0.89
m = 5 ni = \ -0.91

ni = 2 nj = 2 -0.86
m = 3 n2 = 2 -0.89
ih = 4 rij = 2 —0.91
n, = 5 n2 = 2 -0.93

It is clearly visible that an important feature is the total number of bonds per box.Also
the highest value of the internal energy( f=0 and t=0)is for the configuration i^ = n2 =
1,where the number of additional bonds is the biggest(one J' for four J per each box)
except for the cases:ni = },n2 = 0 or nL = Q,n2 = l(one J' for three J per each box )or
ni = 0 , T J J = 0(which corresponds to an Ising model with alternate interactions J| — J + J'
and J-i = J).Thus,among the cases with ni^0,n2/0,for the configuration ii, = n2 — 1 we
have the most powerful competition effect between ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic
bonds.



4 The entropy

4.1 The simple case(«L = n-i = 1)

From the UMial thermodynamic relation the reduced entropy per spin is given by:

777
(16)

which in the ease < = 0(./' = 0) is reduced to the expression of the entropy for a 1-D Ising
model with nearest neighbour interactions.From (16) and the concrete expression of the
first derivative of Xmaj. we may study the variation of the entropy against the temperature
for different, cases.One of this (S-t) diagram is represented in the figure 5.In the figure 6
are represented these variations in the zero-field limit.

Considering ' t h e highest power" term in the expression of the zero-field entropy .when
/—>0,we Iin<i that:

S-»0,(c > - 1 )

0.27,(e = - 1 )

QA7,(e< - 1 )

These results(for t:< - 1) indicate the existence of non-zero entropy at zero tempera-
ture.In figure 7 we have illustrated the case e = —1, using numerical calculations,Becauseof
the resiictions on the lowest temperature that can be reached,only temperatures T>0.9J
are accessible.(In the regioti 0.075<(<0.9 "the fluctuations" are considerable( the small
diagram in figure 7) and the values below 0.075 are not accessible).A zero-temperature
entropy,different from zero,is obtained many years ago from Puma and Fernandez[17jfor
the random field Ising model,but also very recently for the frustrated quantum spin \

4.2 The general case(»L

To oblain numerically the variation of the entropy versus the temperature,for different
chain cunliguratiiHis and different values of e and f,we have to complete the iterative
algorii Inn.used for the free energy, by the first derivatives(denoted with ') related to the
temperature I of the following groups of quantities:

y'[0] = - ( fch(f/t))] (17)

= 2(y'[0]y[n - 1] + y[Q]y'[n - 1] + c'\Q]c[n - 1] + c[0]c'[n - 1])

y'[n] = 2(y'[0]X[n - 1] + y[0]x'[n - l] +

.r'[,,] = 2(x'[0]i[n - 1] + x\Q]x'[n - 1] + „'

a'o = c'[n2] + 2j,'[n2] +

- 1] + C[0]J,'[T. - 1])

„ - 1] + y[Q}y'\n - I])

(18)

b'D = C '[n2] - i ' [ n 2 (19)

a'e = c'[n\] + 2y'[nl] + x'[nl]

b't = J[nl] ~ z'[n\]

d'r = c'[nl] - 2y'[nl] + x'[n\)

(20)

(21)

D' = cxp{
and also:

) + (e/t2)\exp(-e/t)bX -

= 0.5[A' - D)(A' - D') + %B'C - D? + 4 BC] (22)

Using an iterative algorithm based on these recurrence relations we can study the
variations of entropy S against temperature t for different combinations of JI 1 ,K 2 - 1 ' *uid
f.In figure 8 is represented one of these (S-t)diagram for the case c = — 1 , / = 0 and
some combinations of(rci,rt2).Also,it is possible to estimate numerically the values of I.he
zero-temperature entropy for e = —] and different chain configurations,with an accuracy
limited by the lowest accessible temperature.Some of these S(0) values,in t.he zero-field
condition, are:

n, = 2 nj = 1 KBO.277 m = 2 n2 - 2 SMO.231

n, = 3 n2 = 1 feO-268 m = 3 n2 = 2 ssO.230
m = 4 n2 = 1 ssO.256 n, = 4 JJ2 = 2 ajO.224

5 Conclusions

In this paper we have considered an Ising model on a tangled chain to understand the
competition between ferromagnetic bonds of the usual chain and additional bonds of fer-
romagnetic or antiferroniagnetic types,manifested in the behaviour of the free energy and
entropy.Using a modified matrix transfer method ,some simple analytical calculations and
an iterative algorithm,we have studied in detail this behaviour,particularly in the zero-
field and zero-temperature limit,for different configurations of composed parts(boxes) in
the ferromagnetic tangled chain and different types of additional interactions.We have
found that this behaviour is different in different regions of the interaction ratio(additional
interaction J'/usuat n.n interaction J) and the condition J = — J' ,between the ferromag-
netic interaction J along the chain and the antiferroniagnetic interaction J ' across the
chain, plays a role of a "transition region"condition for this behaviour.Our results indi-
cate also the existence of non-zero entropy at zero temperature.This fact "speaks" clearly



for presence of a lype of frustration in the tangled chain model,which has a kind of bond
disovdtT.il is rather difficult to interpret these results in terms of uneven effective local
temperatures,considering lhat a perturbation in local interaction may be regarded as a
perturbation in local temperatures.

In the same way we can study also the case of an antiferromagnetic tangled chain with
ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic additional interactions.

A very important feature is also the behaviour of the magnetization and susceptibil-
ity, part.icularly in the above mentioned limits.Our results about this behaviour,by using
a similar iterative algorithm,will be represented in the next paper(ll).
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 Schematic presentation of a" box" or a segment of the chain,consisted of a tangled
anil an untangled part.

Fig. 2 Kree energy F as a function of reduced temperaturet (f=l and e — 0.5,0, —0.5, —1, —1.5).
Fig.3 F as a function of t (f=0 and e = - 0 . 5 , - 1 , —1.5).
Fig-1 (l'-t)diagrain for the configuration n\ = 2,n2 = 1 (f=0 and e = —0.5 , -1 , -1 .5) .
Fig.5 Fnlropy S against reduced temperature t (f=l and e = 0.5,0, —0.5 , -1 , -1 .5) .
Kig.fi Kill ropy S as a function of reduced temperature t in the zero-field limit (f=0 and

t = 0 . 5 , 0 . - 0 . 5 , - 1 , - 1 . 5 ) .
Fig.7 Fiilropv S against the reduced temperature for very small values of t (f=0 and

f = —0.9, — 1,-1.1 ).The value of the zero-field entropy is finite for e< — 1 when t—>0.
Fig.8 Fntropy S as a function of temperature t for different combinations of (ni,re2)

(f=0 and c - - l).The cuds of curves on vertical columns are placed following this order of
configuration:^*[ = '2.»2 = 1): («i = l,n? = 2); (rij = 2, n2 = 2); (ni = 3, n2 — 1); ("l =
I, " 2 = I).
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